Gateway To Space

ASEN 1400 / ASTR 2500

Class #16

Colorado Space Grant Consortium
Today:

- Announcements

- Next Time

- pre-Critical Design Reviews (CoDR)
Today:

- Design Document Rev A/B due Monday, October 22 at 9:00 AM

- Arduino Part 4 slides and code will be posted by Friday

- Hardware ordering?
Next Time...

Guest Lecture on Systems Engineering

- HW 07 Due
CoDR Guidance:

- Each team will have 5 minutes for presentation and 3 minutes for questions from Katie and I.

- Don’t go over time.

- One Minute reports: Rank 1 to 10 (10 is the best) the presentations. Don’t rank your own presentation.
Team 6
Team 2
Team 7
Team 1